
Commentary on the Gospel for Wed, Jan 22nd 2020

God our Creator,we give thanks to you, who alone have the power to impart the breath of life as you form each of us in our mother's womb;  grant, we pray, that we, whom you have made stewards of creation, may remain faithful to this sacred trust and constant in safeguarding the dignity of every human life.

Weekly Guide for Daily Prayer

This Day of Prayer for the Legal Protection of Unborn Children is a special day on the Church Calendar in the United States. It is an opportunity to pray - to turn to our God, the Author of all life - to ask for the graces we need to protect, by means of the law, the lives of unborn children. It is a special occasion to reflect on the sacredness of all life from conception to natural birth. When we find ourselves reaching out, in our reflection, to human life we can not see - human life in its development - we can grow in a deeper respect for all human life. Defending unborn human life can help us be more conscious advocates for all human life after birth. Especially, the human lives of those who are not so easy to defend: murderers on death row, enemy combatants, people are on the margins of our society.

Becoming more sensitive to human life can help us become more sensitive to our common home - this planet - which we have abused so much as to change the amount of CO2 and Methane in the atmosphere - trapping gases into the greenhouse affect, which has steadily raised the temperature of our planet. The effects of these changes - as Pope Francis reminds us so vividly in his encyclical On the Care of Our Common Home (Laudato Si) - hurts the poor of our world first and the worst. Ultimately, human life itself could be challenged unless we make significant changes in the way we choose to live, all aroud this planet. I've been in the a third world country with no polution laws, and visited and held children in an orphanage with birth defects we haven't yet seen in the first world. It is terrifying to see what these unborn children have suffered.

The readings today are from the Second Week in Ordinary Time. Jesus is being confronted by the so called "religious" people of his day who had made laws which did not respect the dignity of human life. Let's pray this day that, whatever country we live in, there might be greater legal protection for unborn human life, and all human life, everywhere.

____________________________

Pharisees followed Jewish laws and traditions meticulously and they had honourable positions in their community. They considered Jesus an ‘enemy’ because he constantly challenged their attitudes and motives. As he breathes an air opposition, Jesus confronts a man with shrivelled hand. He was desperate as he was unable to work for his livelihood. Tradition has it that he was a stone mason and he begged Jesus to heal him so that he might not beg in shame. It is interesting to note the observation of the evangelist. The religious leaders were in the synagogue not to worship but to watch out for Jesus’ wrongdoings. Jesus, not being bothered about their hostility, asked the man to stand up in the middle. True religion makes people rise and stand up. It is about doing good and saving lives. It is restoring people and making them whole. Through this bold act Jesus confronted the hypocritical practice of faith with true religion. Jesus spoke and acted in favour of a man in deep distress. At the same time, he was angered by the hardheartedness and obstinacy of the guardians of the law and the experts in the Scripture. There are many who practice religion for fashion and there are those who disown true spirit of religion because of their position and fear of the reaction of the world. It’s a challenge to separate true religious practices from hypocrisy.
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